
 

OUT IN LONDON

LGBT+ History Month, observed in February each year, is a chance to increase visibility

and celebrate the lives and achievements of our diverse LGBT+ community. 

 

UNISON looks back on our own LGBT+ history to see how far we have come, remind us

of the progress made in pursuit of LGBT+ equality, and to recommit to the campaigns

ahead. As same-sex marriage finally becomes law in Northern Ireland, we think of LGBT+

people in the 167 countries where it remains illegal (source: ILGA). 

 

UNISON recognises the importance of its LGBT+ members and its responsibility for

paying particular attention to our needs: that LGBT+ rights are trade union issues.

 

UNISON's commitment to equality and to tackling discrimination is written into the

union's rules. But this support for LGBT+ rights has not come out of thin air. It is the

consequence of many years of work and lobbying by our activists. 

 

Their work, collectively, is the legacy on which we all continue to build. We thank and

think of them as we look back, and forward.  

THE LONG ARC OF JUSTICE:

Celebrating LGBT+ History Month

fighting for LGBT+ equality & justice



CHAMPIONS OF EQUALITY:

Stephen would call me at home in Hackney from a telephone box deep in west Wales in the mid-1980s. He had been given my number
by London Lesbian and Gay Switchboard for whom I’d agreed to be a referral point on employment issues. Stephen worked in an
abattoir. His colleagues had discovered he was gay and he was being bullied. Not the occasional taunt or a bit of teasing – though
neither would have been acceptable – but serious mental and physical harassment. On a daily basis. Sometimes they would make him
strip and spray him down with a pressure hose. I don’t know what happened to Stephen. I hope he made it through that hell.
 
I had agreed to help Switchboard because I was involved in the white collar local government union, NALGO. Most of my time was
spent running our local branch in Westminster where we were engaged in an altogether different daily battle with the infamous Lady
Porter whose mission was to privatise anything that moved. But I had also found myself agreeing to be one of the first two co-chairs of
NALGO’s national lesbian and gay steering committee, set up following the union’s second national lesbian and gay conference, held in
Manchester in 1984. It was a position that was rather less illustrious than it sounds today.

Custodians of a Cause
by Chris Creegan, former UNISON Deputy Director of Equalities

In those early days, our fledgeling self-organised lesbian and gay structures had no
official union recognition. We raised money for national conferences from local
branches and eked out of that what we could to fund the committee’s threadbare
operations. Minutes were usually handwritten. Postage was borrowed. We met
wherever it was free. Conferences were underwritten by us. Supporters within the
union’s hierarchy were scarce at the start and emerged only tentatively. Detractors, on
the other hand, were plentiful. At best the refrain was that the union should get back to
‘bread and butter’ issues. At worst the language was rather less appetising.

By attacking us with that slogan, our
opponents unwittingly gave us the best
ammunition possible. What could be more
bread and butter than daily survival in the
workplace? Stephen’s story was far from an
isolated incident. And slowly but surely
through the 1980s, we built our case for union
recognition, relentlessly on the basis that our
focus was on basic employment rights. Or
rather the absence of them. It is worth
remembering now, at a moment when ‘identity
politics’ has come to be the left’s Achilles heel
that, for us, it all started because we had no
rights. None. It was legal to sack us for being
who we were and employers did just that.

"IT WAS LEGAL TO SACK US FOR

BEING WHO WE WERE AND

EMPLOYERS DID JUST THAT"



The book’s blurb says that it’s an inspiring tale. For me, it was an unforgettable adventure. To say it was an unadulterated pleasure
would be misleading. Full support for our conferences only started to emerge in the late 1980s after a lot of argument. To begin with,
our union was in the vanguard but it wasn’t yet a fully signed up champion of equality. To make it so was our mission. And there were
plenty of low points along the way but the victories were sweet and sustained us against considerable opposition and no shortage of
bigotry both from employers and within the union itself. It was a journey that took us all over the country and beyond the daily
struggles in our own union to places many of us had scarcely imagined we would go.
 
It’s hard to single out just one highlight. Hearing Chris Smith come out on the steps of Rugby Town Hall in November 1984 would be a
contender. We had organised a coach to go there to protest at the council’s decision to actively discriminate against us. The Sun said
Rugby was a ‘brave little town’ for taking on the ‘sick nonsense’ of our cause. The council leader memorably said that he didn’t want
men ‘turning up to work in dresses and earrings.’
 
The Pits and Perverts benefit concert organised by Lesbians and Gays Support the Miners and held at the Electric Ballroom in Camden
a month later would be right up there too. The poster from that night remains one of my most treasured possessions. Four years later
we found ourselves in the eye of the storm and on the streets of Manchester protesting when the Thatcher government introduced
the now notorious Section 28 of the 1988 Local Government Act. It was a decade packed with incident and one during which the
foundations were laid for many the gains we treasure today.
 
But if I had to choose one moment which captures both the highs and the lows, it would be the TUC Conference in Blackpool in
September 1985. NALGO had agreed to second a comprehensive motion on gay rights brought by the probation officers union, NAPO.
On behalf of the national committee, we organised a fringe meeting the night before the motion was due to be heard. While our
union’s official delegation stayed in the grandeur of the Imperial Hotel, we cobbled together some funding to pay for a meeting room
at another hotel and accommodation in a nearby bed and breakfast. Attendance at the meeting didn’t even reach double figures.
 
The next day we managed to get hold of observers’ tickets and watched the debate from the balcony of the Winter Gardens. We may
not have had the best night’s sleep but we didn’t care a jot about that when the motion was carried, not without some predictable and
offensive opposition, but with the support of the NUM itself. It felt remarkable. In a small way, we had helped to make history. What an
honour that was. We had taken the mantle of those who came bravely before us and I suppose, inadvertently, we were champions. But
we were something much more important than that. We were, for a while, the custodians of a movement whose cause was to help
people like Stephen go to work and be nothing more than themselves.

Peter Purton’s book, Champions of Equality: Trade unions and
LGBT rights in Britain, recently published by Lawrence and Wishart,
tells our story and those of others who fought alongside us. I  was
lucky enough to be interviewed by Peter when he was researching
its contents. Over the course of an afternoon in UNISON's
headquarters at the end of 2016, armed with a pile of papers and
sometimes hazy recollections, I did my best to help him piece
together the contribution NALGO made in the 1980s and a journey
which, for me, started at the first unofficial national conference
held in a day nursery in Camden in 1983. That conference had
been borne out of a protest on the Isle of Man at NALGO’s annual
conference earlier the same year. Homosexuality was totally illegal
on the island. It was a voyage that continued all the way through to
the close of the decade. The seventh national conference was held
in November 1989 with official backing in the relatively more
luxurious surroundings of the Swallow Hotel in Peterborough
during the weekend that the Berlin Wall fell.



by Bev Miller, National Black Members Committee, LGBT+ representative

50 YEARS OF STONEWALL
Black LGBT+ contribution: hidden voices 

The Stonewall Riots, also called the Stonewall Uprising, began
in the early hours of June 28, 1969 when New York City police
raided the Stonewall Inn, a gay club located in Greenwich
Village in New York City. The raid sparked a riot among bar
patrons and neighbourhood residents as police roughly
hauled employees and patrons out of the bar, leading to six
days of protests and violent clashes with law enforcement
outside the bar on Christopher Street, in neighbouring streets
and in nearby Christopher Park. The Stonewall Riots served as
a catalyst for the gay rights movement in the United States
and around the world.
 
Police raids on gay bars were common, but on that particular
night, members of the city’s LGBT community decided to fight
back— sparking an uprising that would launch a new era of
resistance and revolution.
 
The history of the Stonewall riots would not be complete
without acknowledging the contribution of Black LGBT+
activists. 50 years after the riots it seems pertinent to raise
awareness of the role that Black LGBT+ activists played in this
important historical event.
 
Stormé DeLarverie was a butch lesbian born in New Orleans,
to an African American mother and a white father and she was
responsible for starting the first Stonewall riot at 1.20am on
June 28 1969. Stormé DeLarverie was hit on the head with a
billy club and handcuffed. She was bleeding from the head
when she brazenly turned to the crowd and hollered, “WHY
DON’T YOU DO SOMETHING!?”
 
After a long struggle, Stormé was dragged into a paddy wagon
and that’s when the scene exploded. That summer night a
revolution began and it was a strong butch woman of colour
that is reported to have thrown the first punch. Exactly one
year later, on June 28, 1970, the first Pride parade took place.
 

Defiant of labels, Rivera confounded many in the mainstream gay
liberation movement because of her own diverse and complex
background: She was poor, trans, a drag queen, a person of
colour, a former sex worker, and someone who also experienced
drug addiction, incarceration and homelessness. For all of these
reasons, Rivera fought for not only gay and trans rights but also
racial, economic and criminal justice issues.
 
Marsha P. Johnson was an American gay liberation activist and self
identified drag queen. Known as an outspoken advocate for gay
rights, Johnson was one of the prominent figures in the Stonewall
uprising of 1969.
 
Johnson, alongside her good friend Sylvia Rivera, emerged from
the clashes as leaders in the nascent gay liberation movement.
They helped found the group Street Transvestite Action
Revolutionaries (STAR), which offered housing to homeless and
transgender youth.
 
She is remembered as one of the most significant activists for
transgender rights, although the term “transgender” wasn’t
commonly used during her lifetime. Johnson identified as a
“transvestite,” gay and a drag queen, and used she/her pronouns.
 
In remembering Stonewall it is important to recognise that Black
LGBT+ people, galvanised a revolution that fought in solidarity for
people regardless of their gender identity, sexual orientation,
ethnicity or class. Stormé, Sylvia and Marsha’s contributions to
this historic event, needs to be highlighted and celebrated as we
salute their bravery and activism in a politically hostile
environment that could not prevent them from taking action.

When Rivera threw that
second Molotov cocktail a
Stonewall, she was only
17. But Stonewall incited
fervour in Rivera to keep
going, to keep fighting for
voices marginalised within
the gay rights space. She
became involved with the
Gay Liberation Front, or
GLF, and the Gay Activists’
Alliance, GAA, and
challenged the way the
predominantly white gay
and lesbian
community approached
activism from a middle-
class perspective

Rivera wanted their
activism to be more
progressive, to include in
their fight the rights of
transgender individuals,
including people of
colour, the homeless,
and the incarcerated.
But she challenged
multiple communities
through her activism,
also working with Puerto
Rican activist
organization the Young
Lords, hoping the Puerto
Rican and Latina
communities would
acknowledge the reality
of gay and
transgender people.

Sylvia Rivera and Marsha P. Johnson,

Co-founders of Street Transvestite Action

Revolutionaries (STAR), pictured here in

1970 at the first Pride in New York City on

the first anniversary of the Stonewall Riots



Clippings from 
the past

March 1979 | COHSE (Confederation

of Health Service Employees - one of

UNISON's predecessor union) member

sacked for wearing gay pride badge.

It wasn't until 2003 that discrimination

on the grounds of sexual orientation

became illegal in the UK, following an

EU directive (later superseded by the

Equality Act 2010).

March 1977 | Tragic suicide of nurse in

Liverpool. "I am queer and I can stand it no

more", read the suicide note.

     What's with all the pink triangles?
 

The pink triangle is a positive symbol for
various LGBT+ identities. Originally used in

Nazi concentration camps in the 1930s 
as a badge of shame, it was later

reclaimed in the 1970s as a
symbol of protest against 

homophobia, and
has since been
adopted by as a

symbol of 
queer 
 pride.

1988 | Stop the Clause protest

flyer - campaign against the

introduction of Section 28 of the

Local Government Act 1988 that

stated a local authority "shall not

intentionally promote

homosexuality or publish

material with the intention of

promoting homosexuality" or

"promote the teaching in any

maintained school of the

acceptability of homosexuality

as a pretended family

relationship". 

 

This homophobic legislation was

not repealed until 2003.



How to be a good ally to Bi+ people at work
Bisexuality - a trade union issue
Workforce monitoring for sexual orientation and gender identity
Reforming the Gender Recognition Act 2004
Gender identity - an introductory guide for trade union reps
Transgender workers rights
How to be a good ally to trans people at work
Model trans equality policy
Gender equality - non binary inclusion
LGBT+ workers abroad
LGB workers rights
Setting up a Branch LGBT+ group
Becoming a Branch LGBT+ Officer
LGBT+ members - how to get involved
LGBT+ Retired Members
Tackling hate crime - a workplace issue

 
For more info please email Michael Etheridge
m.etheridge2@unison.co.uk. 

 

Organising For Equality
UNISON is committed to achieving equality in our
workplaces, in our union and across society. Equality is a
priority in our negotiating and campaigning work. People
have the right to be treated with dignity and respect at
work, to do their job to the best of their ability, free
from discrimination and harassment.

UNISON has a wealth of resources for organising around
LGBT+ equality. Below is a list of useful factsheets, leaflets
and guides available to download from the UNISON
website: 

Resources
unison.org.uk/about/what-we-do/fairness-equality/lgbt



Evelina Haverfieldwas born in Scotland on the 9th August 1867. She

accompanied her husband John Blaguy to South Africa, where he was

in the military. Her sister Ella Scarlett-Synage) a doctor, was also

in South Africa working with Millicent Fawcett in monitoring the British

Concentration camps for Boer prisoners and their families. On her

return to Britain, Evelina Haverfield became a prominent suffragette,

initially involved in the West of England National Union of Women

Suffrage Societies (NUWSS) she joined the Women's Social & Political

Union (WSPU) 1909 and later became secretary of Paddington branch.

 

Her horse riding skills were used to great advantage by the

suffragettes when tackling mounted police and in providing mounted

horse escorts for suffragette events. She was arrested for her part in

the suffragette "Black Friday" on 18th November 1910 and accused of

assaulting a police officer, on her arrest she was reported as stating

that "next time I will bring a revolver".

 

A year later, 1911 she was sent to Holloway jail for two weeks for her

part in suffragette disturbances on 21st November 1911. It was during

her suffragette work that Haverfield came into contact with Vera

Holme, who would later become her Lesbian partner.

 

During World War One Haverfield was appointed Commandant in Chief

of Women's Reserve Ambulance (Green Cross Society) in August 1914,

but left after a disagreement and became involved in the Scottish

Women's Hospital in Serbia from 1915. She spent the rest of her life

fighting for the rights of the Serbian people. Evelina Haverfield died on

the 21st March 1920 of pneumonia in Bajina Basta, Serbia, and is

buried in the local cemetery. Later a children's health centre was

named after her in the town.

 

 

RISE IN 
TRANS-EXCLUSIVE
ACTIVISM

UNISON is clear: trans rights are

human rights

EVELINA HAVERFIELD
Lesbian Pioneer

A new 'alliance' has been formed of previous members of LGBT

charity Stonewall, among others, who have decided to protest

against the organisation’s trans inclusivity.

 

The interim CEO of Stonewall, Paul Twocock, said: "There is no

equality for lesbian, gay and bi people without equality

for trans people. We’re all united in our mission to achieve

acceptance without exception for all LGBT+ people.”

 

This follows a broader trend in anti-trans activism. In 2018,

protesters stormed the front of Pride in London with a banner

saying '#GetTheLOut' [of LGBT], proposing that . Other trans-

exclusive groups including Woman's Place UK are organising within

the Labour party, often using dog whistle politics to attack trans

women.

 

UNISON is clear: trans women are women and trans rights and

human rights. There are no LGBT+ rights without trans people, who

have contributed and often led our struggles historically.

Re-imagining the Pride flag?

 

the white, pink & blue stripes are from the trans

flag, and the brown & black stripes from the

Black pride flag

 



LGBT+
MEMBERS

IN UNISON
 

21 MARCH 2020
REGIONAL LGBT+ COMMITTEE
OPEN MEETING  
UNISON CENTRE 12.30 - 16.00

F O R  I N F O  O N  R E G I S T R A T I O N  F O R

A N Y  O F  T H E  A B O V E ,  P L S  E M A I L

O U T I N L O N D O N @ U N I S O N . C O . U K

Open to all Greater London UNISON
members who identify as LGBT+ and are
interested in contributing to the Region’s
work on LGBT+ equality.

24 APRIL 2020
LGBT+ TRAINING & ORGANISING
DAY | UNISON CENTRE

Hosted by Greater London UNISON LGBT+
group and open to ALL (LGBT+ and
straight) members interested in
campaigning for LGBT+ equality. This
excellent one day event includes external
speakers and workshops on issues
affecting LGBT+ workers.

UPCOMING EVENTS

27 JUNE 2020
PRIDE IN LONDON
MARCH WITH YOUR UNION!

@unisonldnlgbt

@outinlondon

outinlondon@unison.co.uk

Getting Involved
UNISON fights discrimination and prejudice in the workplace on
behalf of its lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT+)
members. We work together in local, regional and national groups
of LGBT+ members to campaign and provide support for our
members.
 
UNISON's work on LGBT+ equality in London is led by the
Regional LGBT+ Committee, made up of lay LGBT+ activists. This
year's co-chairs are Anu Prashar and Terry Eastham (pictured top
right, with outgoing secretary to the Committee Area Organiser
Mel Russel). To find out more about the work of the Regional
LGBT+ committee, email outinlondon@unison.co.uk.


